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Résumé—In the present paper, we propose a simple endogenous method for enhancing a multilingual knowledge base through the cross-lingual semantic relation inference. It can be run on multilingual resources prior to semantic representation learning. Multilingual knowledge bases may integrate preexisting structured resources available for resource-rich languages. We aim at performing cross-lingual inference on them to improve the low resource language by creating semantic relationships.

I. INTRODUCTION

HIGHLY structured knowledge bases (KBs) such as lexical semantic networks (LSNs) contain various connectivity patterns that can be learned as node features using dedicated frameworks i.e. node2vec [10]. However, semantic relations are often unequally distributed over such knowledge resources. Some of the language partitions may benefit from integrating structured resources which are more easily available for "rich" languages i.e. Princeton WordNet (PWN) [7], ConceptNet [21], YAGO [22] for English, RezoJDM [12] for French.

Unlike large factual KBs, the LSNs explicitly represent taxonomic relations (hypernymy, meronymy), predicate-argument relations, typical characteristic, and possibly other relation types (entailment, causal relations) as well as polysemy (through synsets, refinements). A meta-information related to the relation weight (power of association i.e. in RezoJDM), a confidence score linked to the origin of the relations integrated from some existing resources (i.e. in ConceptNet), annotation as well as negatively weighted relations that explicitly model "noise" (relation considered as false, i.e. RezoJDM) may be attached to the LSN relations in the framework of a particular model. Thus, automated semi-structured approaches to the multilingual LSN building represent a hard task: when available, models may vary from one language to another. For instance, the modeling of meronymy relations may reflect different vision of this relation type. In ConceptNet, the meronymy is represented as a hasPart relation. PWN introduces the distinction between part (mammal → mouth), substance (wine → alcohol), and member (bee → bee colony) meronymy. RezoJDM model includes all the relations covered by PWN and adds the holonymy relation (cutlet → beef).

II. STATE OF THE ART

Cross-lingual relationship inference benefits from active research efforts. State of the art inference in KBs include rule-based and machine learning approaches. In the framework of the large KBs such as NELL [3], several approaches centered on the equivalence between entities and relationships have been introduced. For instance, authors in [11] describe the experience of merging several monolingual editions of NELL. Authors in [14] detail the statistical relational learning on knowledge graphs (KGs) and point out the importance of type constraints and transitivity as well as other statistical patterns or regularities, "which are not universally true but nevertheless have useful predictive power". Similar to [24], they base their method mainly on large scale KBs such as Nell [3], KnowItAll [6], YAGO [22] or DeepDive [20].

The endogenous rule-based inference process has been studied by Zarrour (2015) and Ramadier (2016) in the framework of RezoJDM, the LSN for French. Their methods rely on the relationships and relationship meta-information that are already present in this LSN in order to propose the new ones following one of the following schemes: deduction, induction (which benefit from taxonomic relations), abduction (exploiting semantic similarity), and inference by refinement. Gelbukh (2018) introduced a comparable inference mechanism to enrich a collocational knowledge base by suggesting new collocations through the inference by abduction (where semantic similarity is calculated on the basis of PWN [7]).

KB completion can be made using embedding strategies where latent spaces allow modeling candidate facts as resulting from latent factors. RESCAL [15] and TransE [1] propose such approaches. RESCAL performs collective learning using the latent components of the tensor factorization. In other words, the entity neighborhood is used to predict an unknown relation between this entity $e_1$ and some other entity $e_2$ knowing that some other entities similar to $e_1$ (in terms of their neighborhood) are connected to $e_2$ through the relation type $t$. The TransE method models relationships by interpreting them as translations in the embedding space and relies on low-dimensional embeddings of the entities. This system associates some vector depending on the relationship type to the vector of this relationship tail (source). This allows learning only one
low-dimensional vector for each entity and each relationship.

Markov Random Fields (MRF) based approach to KBs completion has been proposed with first-order logic representation through a Markov logic network in [17]. MRF-based approach with probabilistic logic representation has been introduced in [2]. Path ranking approaches based on random walk i.e. [5] are also being explored.

III. CONTEXT

To conduct the experiment, we built a multilingual lexical-semantic network (MLSN) inspired by the RezoJDM for the food domain. At the time of our writing, the MLSN contains 821 781 nodes (terms) and 2 231 197 arcs (relationships). It is a directed, typed, and valuated graph. The MLSN k sub-graphs correspond to each of the k languages (English, French, Russian, and Spanish). A specific sub-graph fulfills the role of the interlingual pivot. The MLSN nodes may correspond to one of the following types: lexical items (i.e. garlic); interlingual items (also called covering terms) that are not necessarily labeled in a human readable way; relational items (i.e. relationship reifications such as salad(r_has_part|garlic); category items modeling categories, parts of speech or other morpho-syntactic features (i.e. Verb:Present, Noun:AccusativeCase).

During the MLSN set up and building, the hypothesis introduced in [16] concerning the "non separation" between general and domain specific knowledge has been considered. This hypothesis states that during the semantic analysis of domain specific texts that relies on background knowledge, the presence of general common sense knowledge in addition to the domain specific knowledge improves the performance of such analysis. Thus, general commonsense knowledge information has been integrated into our resource from the existing LSNs i.e. PWN, ConceptNet etc. This integration has been "guided" by the domain specific comparable corpora (96 083 cooking recipes, about 8 300 000 words) as its vocabulary has been used as a seed.

A relation \( r \in R \) is a sextuple \( r = \langle s, t, \text{type}, v, l_s, l_t \rangle \) where \( s \) and \( t \) correspond respectively to the source and the target term of the relation. The relation \( \text{type} \) is a typical relation type. It may model different features such as taxonomic and part-whole relations (r_isa, r_hypo, r_has_part, r_matter, r_holo), possible predicate-argument relations (typical object r_object, location r_location, instrument r_instr of an action), "modifier" relations (typical characteristic r_carac, typical manner r_manner) and more\(^1\). The relationship valuation \( v \) corresponds to the characteristics of the relation which are its weight, confidence score, and annotation. The relation weight may be negative in order to model noise and keep the information about erroneous relations easy to access programatically so they could not affect the inference processes. The confidence score is a score attributed to a particular data origin (external resource, inference process). In practice, this feature is an array as different origins may provide the same relation. The confidence information is provided as an argument to the function that maps from some external knowledge resource to the MLSN. In case of relation calculated by an inference process, it corresponds to the precision evaluated on a sample of candidate relations returned by this process. To annotate a relation we add a complementary information that allows qualifying this relation. The labels \( l_s \) and \( l_t \) correspond to the language (sub-graph) labels.

As it has been difficult to set up the pivot using a multilingual embedding (joining multiple spaces, one per language) as well as to avoid pairwise alignment based on combinatorial criteria, the pivot has been started as a natural one using the English edition of DBNary [19]. It incrementally evolves based on sense alignments (obtained through external resources or by inference) between the languages of the MLSN to become interlingual. It can be considered as a union of word senses lexicalized or identified in the languages covered by the MLSN. Such progressive pivot building allows reducing the artificial contrast phenomena defined by [18] as a discriminatory information loss linked to the divergent conceptualization and lexicalization observed in different languages. Even though we assume the pivot as being interlingual, it is still close to a natural one. As a result, the inference mechanisms we detail are suitable for the architecture by transfer.

The MLSN has been set up and populated through term and relationship extraction from corpora using state of the art pattern based techniques and lexical semantic patterns which add semantic constraints i.e. lookup for semantic relationships in the MLSN to the syntactic pattern; by integrating weakly structured domain specific information (glossaries, vocabulary lists, nutritional composition of food items) as well as structured lexical semantic resources (such as RezoJDM, PWN, ConceptNet) and inference mechanisms.

The table I shows that the global inference impact is higher in the context of the relationship types that are hard to yield by integration from structured resources or identified in corpora. The relationship typed refinement(r_raff) connecting terms to their senses will be described in section IV. The pivot coverage (how many terms from a given MLSN sub-graph are connected to the pivot ?), the presence of semantic relationships and sense

1. We also introduced more specific relation types such as r_entailment, r_cause, r_telic_role, r_incompatible, r_before, r_after etc.

Figure 1. Pivoted MLSN architecture. in precedes interlingual terms.
refinements in a MLSN sub-graph also determine the success of a relationship inference process. Semantic information is easier to obtain from monolingual external resources. Thus, the exogenous data and semantic relationship acquisition are mostly monolingual. As a result, some terms may not be covered by the pivot. As the semantic relationships are used by the inference mechanism for logical filtering, when a MLSN sub-graph has numerous semantic relationships the inference precision is higher.

IV. CROSS-LINGUAL SEMANTIC RELATION INFERENCE

Principle - In this section we detail the inference of new semantic relations in one lexicalized part of the MLSN from the ones existing in another MLSN part (sub-graph). In a pivoted resource, the relations are first inferred into the pivot (ascending inference). Second, they are inferred in other sub-graphs (descending inference). In transfer-based resources where lexicalized sub-graphs are directly connected to each other, the inference process would directly apply to the source and target languages and rely on translation links between those. Thus, the proposed inference process is independent from the architecture of the resource (transfer or pivot based). It also may be considered as independent from the expressiveness of the multilingual resource as we define for and test it on a very expressive MLSN with numerous relation types. Monolingual context - In the monolingual context, the mechanisms of inference by deduction, induction, abduction, and inference with sense refinements apply. These processes have been described in [25]. In case of transitive semantic relations (i.e. hypernymy, hyponymy), deduction and induction can be implemented. These inference schemes propose to a term some relevant relations detained by its hypernymy or hyponymy based on the transitivity of these taxonomic relations. For (nearly) synonyms, the abduction procedure is chosen. The abduction yields a set of terms similar to the term \( T \) then proposes the neighborhood relations detained by these terms to \( T \). In order to calculate the similar terms more finely, in addition to calculating Jaccard similarity score, weighted Jaccard such as in [12] or some other similarity measure, we consider semi-relations (Typed ingoing and outgoing relations from/to a neighbor) shared by a pair of similar (synonymous) terms. Inference with sense refinements exploits the sense refinement of polysemous terms. When the senses (we also call refinements) are modeled, it is possible to verify whether they are semantically related to the opposite term of the relation to be inferred.

To give an example, we may consider the french term \( \text{soup} \) and its refinements \{\( \text{soup}>\text{potage} \), \( \text{soup}>\text{neige} \), \( \text{soup}>\text{repas} \)\} ("soup>broth", "soup>melted snow", "soup>meal") and a new candidate relation we want to infer (relation obtained either by deduction, induction or abduction) \( \text{soup} \rightarrow \text{chaud} \). In order to automatically accept such relation, we may check if one of soup refinements is semantically connected to \text{chaud} or one of its refinements: \( \text{soup}>\text{potage} \rightarrow \text{liquide} \) & \( \text{liquide} \rightarrow \text{chaud} \).

Multilingual context - In the context of the cross-lingual semantic relation inference, we use the \( r_{\text{covers}} \) relations to identify the semantic relations that correspond to the premises of the inference rules.

The relations typed \( r_{\text{covers}} \) link an interlingual term to the lexicalized terms that it covers. We may suppose that during the ascending (\text{language} \rightarrow \text{pivot}) and the descending (\text{pivot} \rightarrow \text{language}) processes we deal with the equivalent terms. Due to the discrepancies between languages and to the fact that our recent interlingual pivot is still close to the natural one, one lexicalized term may have multiple covering terms and vice versa. Therefore, we consider the \( r_{\text{covers}} \) relation as a cross-lingual variant of a (possibly) incomplete synonymy. Given that, the case of inference that applies can be either abduction or inference by refinement. For the abduction case in the ascending multilingual context, the relation to be inferred is considered as an abduction rule instance. We transform its source and target terms into the sets which may contain interlingual and lexicalized terms. Then, we explore the neighborhood of the intersection between the obtained sets. If the intersection between the typed semi-relations is sufficient (we empirically set the threshold to 3), the relation from the lexicalized subgraph is proposed for the terms in the interlingual pivot (and vice versa while performing a descending inference).

The case of polysemy is processed as if it was an "inference with sense refinements" case. It checks by triangulation the presence of semantic relations between the "refinements" of a term (the different covering or covered terms) and the opposite term of the relation to be inferred. A simplified example of the Russian term \( \text{pryanik} \) for which we are looking to infer relations typed \( r_{\text{has part}} \) thanks to the "fr" MLSN subgraph illustrates the inference mechanism. The distinction between the sense refinements of \( \text{pain d'épices} \) in French can be modeled at the interlingual level as two interlingual refinements of the interlingual term \( \text{in:gingerbread} \) that are \( \text{in:gingerbread}>\text{cake} \) and \( \text{in:gingerbread}>\text{biscuit} \). The inference is a twofold process. The relationships from the "fr" subgraph are inferred into the pivot using the interlingual terms that cover the \( \text{pain d'épices} \) neighbors:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{in:sugar} \rightarrow \text{fr:sucr}, \text{in:ginger} \rightarrow \text{fr:gingembre}, \text{etc}.
\end{align*}
\]

The relations are inferred from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_{\text{type}} )</th>
<th>corpus</th>
<th>integ.</th>
<th>before inf</th>
<th>inf</th>
<th>prod</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_{\text{isA}} )</td>
<td>67 894</td>
<td>544 852</td>
<td>612 526</td>
<td>27 546</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{\text{has part}} )</td>
<td>662 737</td>
<td>172 287</td>
<td>835 024</td>
<td>48 015</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{\text{matter}} )</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>35 957</td>
<td>36 203</td>
<td>1 893</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the pivot to the "ru" subgraph. As pryanik in Russian culinary tradition has the soft cookie texture (this information is available from semantic relations of pryanik and from translation links where pryanik is linked to both refinements of pain d’épices, the distinction observed in French is not relevant for Russian. Thus, the descending inference process proposes candidate relations of the general interlingual term in:gingerbread to pryanik. As the general term detains the relationships of its refinements, pryanik yields all the relationships of pain d’épices that can be represented on the interlingual level and persist after logical/statistical filtering.

The abduction scheme generates a lot of candidate relationships. Therefore, a filtering strategy significantly improves the precision. First, we apply part-of-speech pre-filtering can be used depending on relation types. For instance, in the case of the relation typed r_carac (typical characteristic) the source term must be a noun whereas the target term must be an adjective (i.e. cake=r_carac>sweet). Second, we use the statistical filtering as the relations of the MLSN can be analyzed in terms of their number, weight, and origin.

The weight w corresponds to the crowd-sourced weight or to the default weight. Similar to ConceptNet, we introduced the information regarding the confidence given to the structured resource from which a given relation has possibly been integrated or to the endogenous inference. Thus we attach the origin information to the relationships. It took the form of an array of strings (naming the different processes that provided the relation) to which we associate an array of confidence scores ψ = {i₁, i₂,...iₙ} where i_j ∈ [0;1]. The size of the set of semi-relations shared by the terms φ is also taken into account. For the positively or negatively weighted relation the filtering function is calculated as follows for w ∈ ℤ and |ψ| > 0:

$$f(r) = \phi \times \frac{w}{\text{Max}(\psi) \times \log(|\psi|)}$$

In a mature MLSN, the relation inference algorithm becomes a simple lifting and descending algorithm where no significant filtering to be applied.

**Experiment** - We tested our approach on all the semantic relations and languages present in the MLSN. The table II lists the results of the descending inference process. The results are presented in terms of number of relations in the source partition (#orig), number of candidate relations (#cand), number of accepted relations after filtering (#acc), productivity of the algorithm (prod), acceptance rate (% acc, the percentage candidate relationships that verify the inference rule premises and conclusion and persist after filtering), and precision (pr) which has been manually evaluated on a sample of 500 accepted relations (per type). This type of manual evaluation has been chosen due to the difficulty to find a well balanced reference for evaluation. As we integrated the main LSNs for the languages covered by the MLSN, we presumably infer the relationships that are not explicitly represented in such structured resources. The range r has been introduced to express how close a given process is situated to the "gold" productivity (100%). Indeed such "gold" productivity would mean that the sense based alignment is sufficient for a given term. The table II lists the results for the main semantic relations of the Russian and Spanish sub-graphs and details the evolution of the number of semantic relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>#orig</th>
<th>#cand</th>
<th>#acc</th>
<th>#inf</th>
<th>#filt</th>
<th>#corr</th>
<th>pr</th>
<th>prfan</th>
<th>prf</th>
<th>prloc</th>
<th>prlang</th>
<th>ev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>46 827</td>
<td>7 036</td>
<td>53 863</td>
<td>53 863</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>36 807</td>
<td>208 030</td>
<td>304 847</td>
<td>304 847</td>
<td>+828%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>65 772</td>
<td>3 682</td>
<td>69 454</td>
<td>69 454</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>10 166</td>
<td>56 883</td>
<td>67 049</td>
<td>67 049</td>
<td>+559%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>51 413</td>
<td>4230</td>
<td>56 772</td>
<td>56 772</td>
<td>+630%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>7 351</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>9 307</td>
<td>9 307</td>
<td>+828%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>1 265</td>
<td>1 655</td>
<td>2 920</td>
<td>2 920</td>
<td>+131%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>1 753</td>
<td>9 297</td>
<td>11 250</td>
<td>11 250</td>
<td>+542%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>1 261</td>
<td>1 261</td>
<td>+97%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>+630%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ru</td>
<td>119 094</td>
<td>17 223</td>
<td>136 918</td>
<td>136 918</td>
<td>+14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>es</td>
<td>52 739</td>
<td>382 348</td>
<td>395 087</td>
<td>395 087</td>
<td>+649%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>172 433</td>
<td>359 572</td>
<td>532 005</td>
<td>532 005</td>
<td>+208%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The logical filtering concerns only a subset of relation types to be checked n times (according to the branching factor of the term). Thus, the global complexity of the logical filtering would be O(m × n²). La average complexity would correspond to the average degree observed in the MLSN at the time of our writing : d_avg = 4 ⇒ O(16 × m).

**Towards the Sense-based Alignment** - The MLSN refinement relations allow modeling the "use" senses of a term. The refinement corresponds to maximal cliques (calculus) or to the contributions (GWAP). For the french term baguette, we distinguish the sense "bread" as opposed to "direction", "stick", and "magic wand". The glossed refinement corresponds to this sense is baguette=pain. Thus, we have the following structure in the MLSN : baguette=r_carac>pain. A glossed refinement may be itself refined and glossed. In the case of a resource that already possesses refinement relations, it is possible to infer some cross-lingual new refinements from the existing ones. The 30% refinement rate of the MLSN pivot has been obtained using this process.

When the term has multiple covering terms, the descending inference pattern can be applied. We consider that the covering terms are potentially linked to the gloss. First, we temporarily label the potential senses using the labels of the covering terms. Second, we group the redundant senses and choose the gloss, the recently started experiment with this pattern allowed producing the first batch of 2 535 sense refinements in Russian whereas 1 800 refinements have been yielded for this language using the glossed refinement technique.

**V. CONCLUSION**

We introduced a simple endogenous method for cross-lingual semantic relation inference to improve structured KBs such as MLSN. Given a certain coverage in terms of translation links, it allows enhancing the under-resourced parts of a lexical semantic resource from the rich ones. Even though they benefit from translation resources and tools, some "rare" languages are not covered by any rich lexical semantic resource. To
some extent, the method is beneficial for domain specific MLSNs. It allows rich semantic modeling which provides a semantically structured representation for the fine grained semantic analysis (including word sense disambiguation) and statistical representation learning.
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